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Abstract: The global steel price index is a leading indicator in the bulk shipping industry. A study 

of the global steel price index combined with the establishment of fuzzy time series models can be 

used to predict future trends in the trading range of the global steel price index. Analysis of applied 

fuzzy time series data shows the following results: (1) Price volatility of the global steel price index 

remains positive following the global financial crisis; (2) Mode analysis shows that the 2012 global 

steel price index has a predictive value of 211.864 and its trading range will fluctuate between 

74.577 and 211.864; (3) The group average prediction error rate is 4.40%. This paper describes the 

results of a study that can provide reference data to investors for hedging purposes and to operators 

in the shipping industry. 
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1. Introduction 

Due to a high degree of liberalization, the bulk shipping market is highly competitive and 

involves the transportation of cargo such as iron ore, grains, coal and other goods. Volatility in 

commodity prices and bulk shipping prices is closely related (Clarkson, 2008; Kavussanos, 1996; 

Stopford, 2009; UNCTAD, 2011). A comparison of the vehicles used to carry these goods indicates 

that the ships involved are mostly the Channel-type or Panamax vessels, while Capesize vessels 

carry the majority of the iron ore. The Baltic Dry Index (BDI) is usually referred to by market 

participants to determine the state of the bulk shipping market (The baltic exchange, 2011), but the 

global steel price index is a more useful reference for the bulk shipping industry, as global steel 

price indices are the leading indicator for the BDI index (Chou and Lin, 2010; Heideloff et al., 

2006). Fluctuation in the demand for the raw materials necessary to manufacture steel will be 

directly reflected in these steel price indices. For example, between 1994 and 2008 global steel 

demand was enormous, as a result of the demand for iron ore, particularly from China, which had 

gradually increased since 2003. Prior to this, the trading range of the steel price index originally 

varied by around 100 points, but post-2008 steel prices have varied by between 100 and 200 points 

with significant downward shocks (BRS, 2009). The infrastructure needs generated by the 2008 

Chinese Olympics and the 2010 World Expo, held in Shanghai, saw the global steel price index 

trade at a record high of 234.88 in 2008 (Chou and Lin, 2010; Clarkson, 2008). In December 2008, 

as a result of the U.S. subprime mortgage crisis and the global economic crisis, the global economy 

and international trade synchronized downturn, causing the global steel price index to fall to 146.88 

before recovering to 205.5 by 2011. Traditional risk assessment and steel price index trading models 
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do not adequately predict future economic shifts. Since its creation in 1965 by Zadeh, fuzzy set 

theory (Zadeh, 1965; Zadeh 1971; Zadeh, 1973) has enjoyed further achievements both in theory 

advancement and in its practical application. This article intends to use fuzzy time series to analyze 

changes in the global steel price index, as fuzzy time series are more useful than the traditional 

analytical methods, by virtue of the uncertainty factor in their semantic analysis. Using the fuzzy 

time series‟ uncertain linguistic values, it is possible to consider the levels of future uncertainty. The 

effect of interval fluctuations will shape the modeled wave of the global steel price index, and thus 

require time series analysis.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 and 3, we present the fuzzy time 

series definition and procedure. In Section 4, an empirical analysis is made, presenting the 

long-term predictive value interval of the global steel price index using the fuzzy time series. 

Finally, the conclusions are made in Section 5. 

2. Fuzzy Time Series 

Fuzzy time series have been discussed by Song and Chissom (Song and Chissom, 1993a; Song 

and Chissom, 1993b; Song and Chissom, 1994; Song and Chissom, 1997) and in numerous other 

articles, reflecting a raising interest in the methodology. Fuzzy time series benefit from the use of 

the linguistic perspective to analyze data. In this article we use Song and Chissom‟s proposed 

method (Song and Chissom, 1993a; Song and Chissom, 1993b; Song and Chissom, 1994; Song and 

Chissom, 1997), combined with Chen's (1996) improved model to add to the results of the original 

research. We also include Lee and Chou's (2004) best range set to establish the range of future 

volatility and to calculate the future trend of the global steel price indices using this interval (Chou, 

2011). The definitions and processes related to the fuzzy time series used in this article are as 

follows: 

Definition 1 (Song and Chissom, 1993a) A fuzzy number on the real line   is a fuzzy subset 

of   that is normal and convex.  

Definition 2 (Song and Chissom, 1993a; 1993b) Let )(tY ), 2, 1, 0,( t , a subset of , be 

the universe of discourse on which the fuzzy sets )(tfi ), 2, 1( t  are defined and )(tF  is the 

collection of )(tfi ), 2, 1( t . Then, )(tF  is called a fuzzy time series on )(tY

), 2, 1, 0,( t . 

Definition 3 (Song and Chissom, 1993a; 1993b) Let I and J  be the index sets for )1( tF  

and )(tF  respectively. If for any )()( tFtf j  where Jj , there exists )1()1(  tFtfi  

where Ii such that there exists a fuzzy relation )1 ,( ttRij  and )1 ,()1()(  ttRtftf ijij 
 

where „  ‟ is the max-min composition, then )(tF  is said to be caused by only )1( tF . Denote 

this as )()1( tftf ji  , or equivalently, )()1( tFtF  . 

Definition 4 (Song and Chissom, 1993a; 1993b) If for any )()1( tFtf j  where Jj , there 

exists )1()1(  tFtfi  where Ii  and a fuzzy relation )1 ,( ttRij  such that 

).1 ,()1()(  ttRtftf ijij   Let )1 ,()1 ,(  ttRttR ijij  where   is the union operator. 

Then, )1 ,( ttR  is called the fuzzy relation between )(tF  and )1( tF . Thus, we define this 

as the following fuzzy relational equation: )1 ,()1()(  ttRtFtF  . 

Definition 5 (Song and Chissom, 1993a; 1993b) Suppose that )1 ,()1 ,( 1

1  ttRttR ijij  
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and )1 ,()1 ,( 2

2  ttRttR ijij  are two fuzzy relations between )(tF  and )1( tF . If for 

any )()( tFtf j 
 

where Jj , there exist )1()1(  tFtfi where Ii  and fuzzy relations 

)1 ,(1 ttR ij  and )1 ,(2 ttR ij  such that )1 ,()1()( 1  ttRtftf ijii   and 

)1 ,()1()( 2  ttRtftf ijii  , then define )1 ,()1 ,( 21  ttRttR . 

Definition 6 (Song and Chissom, 1993a; 1993b) Suppose that )(tF  
is only caused by 

)1( tF  or )1( tF  or )2( tF ... or )0(  )(  mmtF . This relation can be expressed as the 

following fuzzy relational equation: ) ,()1()( 0 mttRtFtF   . 

This equation is called the first-order model of )(tF . 

Definition 7 (Song and Chissom, 1993a; 1993b) Suppose that )(tF  is simultaneously caused 

by )1( tF , )2( tF ,…, and )0(  )(  mmtF . This relation can be expressed as the following 

fuzzy relational equation: ). ,())()2()1(()( mttRmtFtFtFtF a    This 

equation is called the m
th
 order model of )(tF . 

Definition 8 (Chen, 1996) )(tF  is a fuzzy time series if )(tF  is a fuzzy set. The transition 

is denoted as )()1( tFtF  . 

Definition 9 (Chou, 2009) Let )(td  be a set of real numbers: Rtd )( . We define the 

exponential function and let  

(1)
 )(ln)(exp tdytdy   

(2)
 )()ln(exp ),())(exp(ln tdxtdtd   

Definition 10 (Lee and Chou, 2004) The universe of discourse ],[ UL DDU   is defined such 

that nnstDDL )(min   and nnstDDU )(max   when 30n  or 

nZDDL  min  and nZDDU  max  when 30n , where )(nt  is the 

)1(100   percentile of the t  distribution with n  degrees of freedom and z  is the 

)1(100   percentile of the standard normal distribution, that is, if Z  is a N (0, 1) distribution, 

then   )( zZP . 

Definition 11 (Lee and Chou, 2004) Assuming that there are m  linguistic values under 

consideration, let iA  be the fuzzy number that represents the i
th
 linguistic value of the linguistic 

variable where mi 1 . The support of iA  is defined to be 
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Definition 12 (Liaw, 1997) For a test trendnonfuzzyH  :0  against trendfuzzyH  :1 , 

where the critical region  )1(222

*    nknk CCCCCC  and the initial value of the 

significant level  is  0.2. 

Definition 13 (Chou, 2011) Let )(td  be a set of real numbers: Rtd )( . An upper interval 

for )(td  is a number b such that bx   for all )(tdx . )(td is said to be an interval above if 

)(td  has an upper interval. A number, max, is the maximum of )(td  if max is an upper interval 
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for )(td and )(max td . 

Definition 14 (Chou, 2011) Let Rtd )( . The least upper interval of )(td is a number 


max  

satisfying: 

(1): 


max  is an upper interval for )(td : 


 maxx  for all )(tdx . 

(2): 


max  is the least upper interval for )(td , that is bx  for all btdx 


max)( . 

Definition 15 (Chou, 2011) Let )(td  be a set of real numbers: Rtd )( . A lower interval for 

)(td  is a number b such that bx   for all )(tdx . )(td is said to be an interval below if )(td  

has a lower interval. A number, min, is the minimum of )(td  if min is a lower interval for )(td and

)(min td . 

Definition 16 (Chou, 2011) Let Rtd )( . The least lower interval of )(td is a number 


min  

satisfying: 

(1) 


min  is a lower interval for )(td : 


 minx  for all )(tdx . 

(2) 


min  is the least lower interval for )(td , that is bx  for all btdx 


min)( . 

Definition 17 (Chou, 2011) The long-term predictive value interval, (


min ,


max ) is called the 

static long-term predictive value interval. 

Following Definitions 12 – 16, (


min ,


max ) can be obtained. In summary, the long-term 

predictive value interval for )(td  is given by (


min ,


max ). 

3. The Procedure of Fuzzy Time Series 

Review related literature of fuzzy time series (Song and Chissom, 1993a; Song and Chissom, 

1993b; Song and Chissom, 1994; Chen, 1996; Song and Chissom, 1997; Chen, 2002; Lee and Chou, 

2004; Chou and Lee, 2006; Chou, 2008; Chou, 2009; Chou, 2011); we summed up the eight steps 

used to analyze the global steel prices index (CRUspi) (CRU, 2012). The model includes the 

following steps: 

Step 1. Let ).(ln)(exp)(
~

tdytdtd   

Step 2. Let )(td be the CRUspi data under consideration and )(tF be the fuzzy time series. 

Following Definition 11, a difference test is used to understand whether or not the 

information is in a stable state. Recursion is performed until the information is in a 

stable state, where the critical region is  )1(222

*    nknk CCCCCC . 

Step 3. Determine the universe of discourse ],[ UL DDU  . 

Step 4. Define iA by letting its membership function be as follows: 
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Step 5. Then, iAtF )(  if )(supp)( iAtd  , where supp )(  denotes the support. 

Step6. Derive the transition rule from period 1t  to t  and denote it as )()1( tFtF  . 

Aggregate all transition rules. Let the set of rules be  iiii QPrrR  : . 

Step 7. The value of )(td can be predicted using the fuzzy time series )(tF as follows: 

      Let  RrwherePtdrtT jjj   ,)supp()()(  be the set of rules fired by )(td , where 

)supp( jP  is the support of jP . Let )supp( jP be the median of )supp( jP . The predicted 

value of )(td is 
 )1( )1(

)supp(

tTr

j

j
tT

Q
. 

Step 8. The long-term predictive value interval for )(td  is given as (


min ,


max ). 

4. Empirical Analysis of the Global Steel Prices 
Index Using Fuzzy Time Series 

The information for the global steel price index data was sourced from CRU, their global steel 

price index being defined as CRUspi, and the annual average data for the years 1994-2011 was 

collected. Over these 18 years, analysis showed an average of 128.43, with the standard deviation of 

46.27, a maximum value of 234.88 and a minimum of 74.92. The skewness coefficient of 0.82 

showed a right-skewed distribution in the data type. There was a stationary phase in the steel 

industry from 1994 to 2000, during which time the index was maintained at approximately a 

100-point average. The financial impact of the tsunami in 2000 led to the occurrence of a collapse 

phenomenon in the price of raw materials in 2001, with the CRUspi at 74.92 points. Many 

bankruptcies occurred due to poor management. Part of the steel industry attempted industrial 

restructuring but failed because of the poor market and economic conditions. The steel market 

would change dramatically in the next seven years, between 1998 and 2003, with a downturn in the 

index, while the price of raw materials during this period remained in a steady state. Between 

2003-2008, due to development in emerging countries and their rising domestic infrastructure, the 

CRUspi soared to 234.88 points, reaching its highest point. In October 2008, the financial crisis 

caused the price of raw materials to collapse and the index plummeted by 146.88 points, down 

37.5% by 2009. In an effort to reduce the impact of financial turmoil, countries reviewed their 

financial policies, expanding domestic demand and strengthening infrastructure, in the expectation 

that these changes would thus increase the economic multiplier effect. As a result the CRUspi began 

to rise, and in 2011 the index rose to 205.5 points. The freight rate of return CRUspi suffered double 

the impact of the financial crisis, and its standard deviation of the rate of change is an increasing 

trend, proving that the CRUspi index is volatile. However the CRUspi has recovered from the 

impact of the financial crisis, and the current CRUspi rate of return remains positive. 
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Figure 1 The CRUspi return rate 

 
The following observation is made when using fuzzy time series to analyze the CRUspi: 

Step 1. Let ).(ln)(exp)(
~

tCRUytCRUtCRU   
)(tCRU be the historical data under 

consideration and )(tF be the fuzzy time series. Following Definition 11, a difference test is 

used to understand whether or not the information is in a stable state. Recursion is 

performed until the information is in a stable state.  

      Since     8.108)2.01(36 17

2

411

2

6

2

*   CCCCCCC , that the CRUspi data is 

in a stable state is not rejected. 

Step 2. From Definition 9, the discourse ],[ UL DDU  . From Table 1, 237.4min D , 

547.5max D , 384.0s , and 18n  can be obtained. Let 05.0 . Since n  is less 

than 30, the Student-t distribution with 18 degrees of freedom is used as a substitute for the 

normal distribution. Thus, 734.1)18()( 05.0  tnt , 080.4min  nstDDL  , and 

704.5max  nstDDU  . That is, ]704.5 ,080.4[U .  

Step 3. Assume that the following linguistic values are under consideration: extremely pessimistic, 

very pessimistic, pessimistic, normal, optimism, very optimism, and extremely optimism. 

According to Definition 10, the supports of fuzzy numbers that represent the linguistic 

values are given by  
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where 1A =extremely pessimistic, 2A =very pessimistic, 3A =pessimistic, 4A =normal, 5A = 

optimism, 6A =very optimism, and 7A =extremely optimism. Thus, the supports are 

),312.4 ,080.4[)(supp 1 A ),544.4 ,312.4[)(supp 2 A ),776.4 ,544.4[)(supp 3 A

),008.5 ,776.4[)(supp 4 A  ),240.5 ,008.5[)(supp 5 A  ),472.5 ,240.5[)(supp 6 A  and

)704.5 ,472.5[)(supp 7 A . 

Step 4. The fuzzy time series )(tF is given by iAtF )( when )(supp)( iAtd  . Therefore,

3)1994( AF  , 3)1995( AF  , 3)1996( AF  , 3)1997( AF  , … , and .)2011( 6AF 
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A comparison between actual CRUspi data and the fuzzy enrollment data is shown in Table 1. 

Step 5. The transition rules are derived from Table 1. For example, )1995()1994( FF   is

33 AA  . All transition rules obtained from Table 1 are shown in Table 2. 

Step 6. The forecasting results from 1994 to 2011 are shown in Table 1. 

Step 7. The long-term predictive value interval for CRUspi is given as (4.312, 5.356). So CRUspi 

long-term predictive interval for CRUspi is given as (74.577, 211.864). 

Step 8. Because the fuzzyified CRUspi o f 2012 shown in Table 1 is A7, and from Table 2, we can 

see that the rule are the following fuzzy logical relationships in rule 10 o f Table 2 in which 

the current states of the fuzzy logical relationship s are A7 , respectively, which is shown as 

follows: 57 AA  . So the 2012 CRUspi predictive value is 211.864.  

Table 1  Fuzzy historical CRUspi data and forecasted result 

Table 2  Fuzzy transitions derived from Table 1 

Based on the analysis, the CRUspi 2012 

forecast value is 211.864. Its trading range is 

between 74.577 and 211.864. This result and 

its reward magnitude of the risk increase are 

related to within the group, and the average 

prediction error is 4.40%, as shown in Figure 

2. Based on these fuzzy time series results it 

can be estimated that in 2012 the CRUspi will 

remain at 211.864 standard for the first five months of 2012 and average 207.65; this forecast is 

demonstrated in the following diagram. 

Year Actual Fuzzified enrollments The forecasted results 

1994 4.635  A3  

1995 4.715  A3 4.660 

1996 4.588  A3 4.660 

1997 4.611  A3 4.660 

1998 4.482  A2 4.428 

1999 4.393  A2 4.428 

2000 4.384  A2 4.428 

2001 4.237  A1 4.312 

2002 4.360  A2 4.428 

2003 4.661  A3 4.660 

2004 4.990  A4 5.008 

2005 4.964  A4 5.008 

2006 4.966  A4 5.008 

2007 5.163  A5 5.356 

2008 5.547  A7 5.356 

2009 5.059  A5 5.356 

2010 5.262  A6 5.356 

2011 5.403  A6 5.356 
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Figure 2  Forecasted CRUspi and actual CRUspi 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, a long-term predictive value interval model has been developed for the CRUspi. 

This model helps to minimize the uncertainties of fuzzy numbers and handle fuzzy-trend/ 

non-fuzzy-trend (Liaw, 1997). The method is examined by forecasting the CRUspi from its data 

from which the min-max interval, (


min ,


max ) = (74.577, 211.864), is obtained. Index returns, the 

current rate of return is positive, but its volatility is increasing, its fluctuations of the (


min ,


max ) 

interval volatility. The current model for the CRUspi 2012 forecast level is insignificant for the 

average of 211.864 and the first five months of the current mode and within the group mistaken 

difference does not exceed 5% of the standard. Construct a fuzzy time series forecasting model of 

CRUspi error value lower than the 5% level, with the traditional fuzzy time out in the single-point 

forecast comparison, this model provides a long-term level and interval analysis. The CRUspi 

research should be able to provide investors and shipping industry operators with reliable reference 

data to consider in their investment decisions.  
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